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METSING

Metsing means “Place of Water” – a place that we seek out to replenish 
ourselves. When asked about the design process and inspiration, Atang 
said, 

“We spent a lot of time just talking, the ideas came about from words 
and feelings rather than drawings and sketches. It was about tuning in 
and translating an almost spiritual concept into something tangible and 
present.”

A fusion of traditional craf tsmanship, great ar tistry and imagination. 
Metsing is about f low and the movement of water which is the most 
elusive element. The table captures a feeling of something mythical, 
other worldly, there and not there, still and moving, ancient and 
timeless.

Frame: Solid cast patinated bronze (“Lost Wax” Method).
Inserts: Tinted kiln-cast glass

COFFEE TABLE
940W x 870D x 320H mm



ATANG TSHIKARE is a self-developed multidisciplinary creative who has 
worked in various materials including ceramic, fabrics, wood, bronze, 
plastic, paper and glass. His visual language is broad and expressive, 
ranging from African inspired sculptures, graphic patterns and illustrations to 
contemporary design. His works are accompanied by dreamlike narratives 
and other world mythology.  Atang brings a forward thinking aesthetic 
and avant gardiste edge to his creations which are often anamorphic and 
zoomorphic sculptures based on African storytelling.

He has exhibited in South Africa, New York, Miami, Austria, Amsterdam, 
Dubai, Switzerland and Germany. Exhibitions include Toffie Festival, Design 
Indaba, Southern Guild 2012-2016 exhibitions, feature designer at 100% SA, 
Cape Town art fair, Design Discourse (Austrian), Design Days Dubai, Design 
Miami and Basel.

His work has been featured in leading fashion and design magazines, 
newspapers, internet media and TV progammes from Africa, America, 
Australia, the
EU and Korea.

In 2012 Atang launched Zabalazaa. It has provided products and services 
for numerous companies including adidas Originals, MTV base, Migrate 
Magazine, Prime Media, Chimurenga magazine, Cornetto, Cotton On, 
Plascon, L’Oreal, Nandos and MrPriceHome. The word Zabalazaa means to 
propel until a solution is created, also known as hustling.
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KAGGEN

SIDE TABLE

The Praying Mantis is a nimble creature; sit t ing, waiting 
in hushed silence.

“Searching for a balance between each creation is a thoughtful 
process which requires me to re-position my thoughts on the 
direction of my narrative, following 
a f low of sequences, like one def ined limb following another” 
- Atang

Frame: Solid cast patinated bronze (“Lost Wax” Method).
Inserts: Tinted kiln-cast glass

455W x 570D x 645H mm
TABLE TOP HEIGHT - 425H mm



KAGGEN



STANDING LAMP

“A serpent moving with a swaying motion, shedding a ubiquitous light to 
all that surround it. Its hand carved form is def initive and the pronounced 
markings beckon to be touched. It is a realization of possibilities.”  
- Atang

NÔGA

875W x 1075D x 1695H mm

Frame: Obeeche wood
Base & Joints: Leaded gunmetal bronze  
Other components: Stainless Steel
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